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Abstract
Pattern recognition is used in security applications like biometric authentication, intrusion detection, and spam detection for identifying legitimate and malicious pattern class. Pattern classification shows that there is a trade-off between classifier accuracy and security to achieve matching and reduce the storage for each e-mail content text which can be exploited for several purposes. In nature e-mail cannot fully catch the spams by comparing the keywords and URL located in the repository using top-down parsing search algorithm. If the tags are matched, the e-mail will be spam domain and URL will be stored for future rejection of spam e-mail. In the proposed system image sets are followed by the metric and the models are compared. A set of values which are available in a linear space are selected and converted to individual image set by a convex geometric region. The feature points set dissimilarity is measured by geometric distance between the convex models.
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I. Introduction
Electronic mail, most commonly referred to as email or e-mail. It is a method of exchanging digital messages from an sender to one or more receiver. Recent e-mail operates across the Internet or computer networks. In early email systems required that the sender and the recipient both be online at the same time, in common with instant messaging. Nowadays email systems are based on a store-forward model. Email servers accept, forward, deliver, and store up messages. Neither the users nor their computers are required to be online concurrently; they need to connect only temporarily, typically to an email server, for as long as it takes to send or receive messages. Gmail is an open email service provided by Google. Users may access Gmail as protected webmail, as well as via POP3 or IMAP4 protocols. Gmail originally started as an invitation-only beta and it became available to the general public though still in beta status at that time. The service was upgraded from the beta status, along with the rest of the Google Apps suite. An early storage capacity offer of 1 GB per user, Gmail drastically increased the webmail standard for free storage from the 2 to 4 MB its competitors such as Hotmail existing at that time. Individual Gmail messages, including files, images, may be up to 25 MB, which is larger than many new mail services support. Gmail has a search-oriented interface and a “chat view” same as Internet forum. Gmail is well-known by web developers for its pioneering use of Ajax. Gmail can run with Google GFE/2.0 on Linux. It is the most usually used web-based email provider with over 425 million active users worldwide.

A facial recognition system is a computer application for without human intervention identifying or verifying a person from a digital image or video frame from a video source. One way is by comparing selected facial features from the image and a facial database. It can be used in security systems and can be compared to many other biometrics such as fingerprint or eye iris recognition systems.

The human face is a very prosperous source of information that can be used to discover persons. This ability of recognition allows us to differentiate persons despite the facial similarity between them. Today, many researchers try to benefit from computer applications, which become usually used in face automatic recognition. After more than 30 years of research, we can categorize the dissimilar existing face recognition systems into three main approaches.

- Local approaches: which are based on the fact that the face contains parts that have a high discriminating power such as eyes, nose, mouth etc. To identify a person, we use either the blocks containing these regions or the geometric relationships between them.
- Global approaches: which treat the face as a whole object and use all the information included in it. Various methods have been proposed that include the use of Eigen faces, discrete cosine transform, and Gabor Wavelets.
- Hybrid approaches: The principle of these approaches is to imitate the human visual system, which uses the both local and global features to identify persons.

The amalgamation of these two methods has only one interest: to take advantage of the combined benefits of both approaches. In spite of the number of researchers and the proposed methods, a number of factors can significantly affect face recognition performances, such as the facade, the presence/absence of structural components, facial expressions, occlusion and clarification, variants. In order to encounter these factors and ensure a high recognition rate and a fast recognition time, we have used the fractal representation which exploits the inter-image resemblance. There are few that are related to this topic [face recognition using Iterated Function System (IFS) theory] [10].

II. Preliminaries

A. Pattern Cognition
Pattern recognition is a classification based on machine learning algorithms used in many security application network intrusion detection, bio-metric authentication system, spam filtering processing discriminate between “legitimate” and “malicious” of pattern matching (e.g., spam e-mails). Pattern recognition provides the pattern matching of URL and keywords. Pattern matching algorithm is regular expression. In which patterns are some sort of text data. Contrary pattern recognition, pattern matching algorithm is not a type of machine learning algorithm, also provides quality output to the sort by pattern recognition. This often gives rise to an arms race between the adversary and the classifier design. A well-known common example of attacks pattern classifiers are: biometric traits can be to perform automate personal authentication.
Each biometric based on pattern recognition systems to identify an unique legitimate technology. To modify-ing network packets belonging to intrusive network traffics to evade intrusion detection systems [3]; to manipulate the content of spam emails to get them past spam filters (e.g., by misspelling common spam words to avoid their detection) [4]–[6]. Adversarial scenarios can also occur in intelligent data analysis [7] and information retrieval [8]; e.g., a malicious webmaster may manipulate search engine rankings to artificially promote her website.

B. Fractal Face Recognition

Humans can perform face recognition with relative ease under many varying conditions. It is desirable to have an automatic system that can perform that same task with similar speed and accuracy. As a result, automatic face recognition algorithms have been an active area of research for more than 20 years, although the performance has not reached that of humans. Many algorithms have been proposed for face recognition, and one of the most popular and successful is based on the Eigen face method [8]. This method uses principal components analysis (PCA) to find a reduced basis for the sample space spanned by a set of training faces.

1. Spam Filtering

Assume that a classifier has to distinguish between legitimate and unsolicited mail emails on the basis of their textual content, and that the bag-of-words feature illustration has been chosen, with binary geographies representing the manifestation of a given set of words. This benevolent of classifier has been deliberated by several authors [6] and it is included in several real spam filters. There is no one exact algorithm for statistically defining whether or not a specified e-mail message is in fact a spam message. As discussed earlier, the most projecting approach to spam classification Involves the implementation of the Bayesian chain rule, also known as Bayesian spam filtering. The Bayesian algorithm is a high level algorithm for the creation and execution of a statistical spam e-mail classification system, based on clarifications from various implementations of the Bayesian classification system.

2. Biometric Authentication

Multimodal biometric systems for private identity recognition have expected abundant interest in the past few years. It has been publicized that combining statistics coming from dissimilar biometric behaviors can overcome the limits and the faintness inherent in every individual biometric, resulting in a higher accurateness. Moreover, it is frequently alleged that multimodal schemes also improve security against spoofing attacks, which contain of claiming a incorrect identity and stand up to at least one fake biometric trait to the system (e.g., a “gummy” fingerprint or a photograph of a user’s face).

The purpose is that, to evade a multimodal system, one expects that the opposition should spoof all the matching biometric traits. In this application example, we show how the designer of a multimodal system can verify if this suggestion holds, before deploying the system, by pretending spoofing attacks against each of the matchers. To this end, we to some extent adventure the analysis in [1], [2]. We consider a typical multimodal system, through up of a fingerprint and a face matcher, which works as follows.

The design level includes the acceptance of authorized users (clients): Allison templates of their biometric behaviors are put in storage into a database, laid-back with the analogous identities. During operation, each user provides the demanded biometric traits to the sensors, and entitles the identity of a client. Then, each matcher compares the submitted trait with the template of the claimed identity, and provides a real-valued matching score: the higher the score, the higher the similarity. We denote the score of the fingerprint and the face matcher respectively as Xing and xface. Finally, the matching scores are combined through a proper fusion rule to decide whether the claimed identity is the user’s identity (genuine user) or not (impostor).

C. Brute Force String Match Algorithm

String matching is something critical for database development and text processing software. Fortunately every up to date programming language and library is full of functions for string processing that help us in our day by day work. However is great to understand their principles. String match algorithms can be mainly divided into several categories. Rabin-Karp Pseudo-Code pattern is M characters long hash_p=hash value of pattern hash_t=hash value of first M letters in body of text do if (hash_p == hash_t) brute force comparison of pattern and selected section of text hash_t = hash value of next section of text, one character over while (end of text or brute force comparison == true)

III. Related Work

A taxonomy of potential attacks against pattern classifiers was proposed in [11], [15], and subsequently extended in [14]. We will exploit it in our framework, as part of the definition of attack scenarios. The taxonomy is based on two main features: the kind of influence of attacks on the classifier, and the kind of security violation they cause.

The influence can be either causative, if it undermines the learning algorithm to cause subsequent misclassifications; or exploratory, if it exploits knowledge of the trained classifier to cause misclassifications, without affecting the learning algorithm. Thus, causative attacks may influence both training and testing data, or only training data, whereas exploratory attacks affect only testing data.

The security violation can be an integrity violation, if it allows the adversary to access the service or resource protected by the classifier; an availability violation, if it denies legitimate users access to it; or a privacy violation, if it allows the adversary to obtain confidential information from the classifier. Integrity violations result in classifying malicious samples as legitimate, while availability violations can also cause legitimate samples to be misclassified as malicious.

A third feature of the taxonomy is the specificity of an attack that ranges from targeted to indiscriminate, depending on whether the attack focuses on a single or few specific samples (e.g., a specific spam email misclassified as legitimate), or on a wider set of samples.

Limitations of classical performance are evaluation methods in adversarial classification. Classical performance evaluation methods, like k-fold cross validation and bootstrapping, aim
to estimate the performance that a classifier will exhibit during operation, by using data D collected during classifier design.

IV. Proposed System
In our proposed system, high effective authentication with the purpose of log on to the email service securely and efficient spamming are taken into consideration. Authentication in the form of fractal detection and recognition after contour detection of the face using the image of the user is introduced. Since fractal detection and recognition is a unique method to identify every human being, this concept is more effective in terms of authenticating into the service.

Pattern classifiers such as Keywords and URL’s for data check, tag construction and keyword identity, automatic reading of mails is the concepts used in this system. Administrator of the email service uses the pattern classifiers and maintains a repository to filter out spam domains and keywords. Hence this perception spam’s the frequent surplus mails from same domain with different mail ids.

Automatic reading of mails to examine the spammed keyword is an intriguing conception introduced in this system to overcome many flaws in case of spam filtering. Hence the authentication by means of fractal recognition and pattern classifier based spam filtering in the email service turn this proposed system more thriving and thus overcomes the drawbacks of existing system. Implementation is the stage of the project when the theoretical design is turned out into a working system.

The active contour method can be used to determine face features in a picture. This module is designed to check the input face using contour point facial recognition that is to be used as an authentication for the system. A programming interface has been designed to interact with the Gmail server. In this module, the connection establishment has been checked to proceed further. The keywords that are considered as spam on user’s perspective are appended in the interface. A spam filter is a program that is used to detect unsolicited and unwanted email and prevent those messages from getting to a user’s inbox.

Spam filter checks all incoming emails to your email accounts against mail filter rules. The face that has been recognized using the contour point facial recognition is used to authenticate into the Gmail via the programming interface. The user can utilize the smart camera’s to recognize their face in order to authenticate into the system. These filters make assessments about the reputation of one or more of the participants (sender, recipient and intermediaries) in the email transaction. In this paper, we have introduced a new method for high effective authentication with the purpose of log on to the email service securely and efficient spamming. Pattern classifiers such as Keywords and URL’s for data check, tag construction and keyword identity, automatic reading of mails is the concepts used in this system.

Spam filter checks all incoming emails to your email accounts against mail filter rules. The face that has been recognized using the contour point facial recognition is used to authenticate into the Gmail via the programming interface.

V. System Architecture
System architecture is the conceptual model that defines the structure and/or behavior of the system. It provides a way in which products can be procured, systems can be developed an architectural overview of the overall system. The system architecture for the proposed system is given in fig. 1.

The above architecture diagram Fig. 1 shows that the active contour method can be used to determine face features in a picture. To check the input face using contour point facial recognition that is to be used as an authentication for the system. The face that has been recognized using the contour point facial recognition is used to authenticate into the Gmail via the programming interface.

VI. Conclusion
This paper proposed taxonomy of existing SPAM email countermeasures, and a brief description of the taxa we have proposed, and ascribe a number of existing SPAM filters to the various taxa. We have presented a wide range of the techniques that have been used or proposed for use to fight SPAM, and attempted to indicate which SPAM filters use which techniques. These filters make assessments about the reputation of one or more of the participants (sender, recipient and intermediaries) in the email transaction. In this paper, we have introduced a new method for high effective authentication with the purpose of log on to the email service securely and efficient spamming. Pattern classifiers such as Keywords and URL’s for data check, tag construction and keyword identity, automatic reading of mails is the concepts used in this system.

Spam filter checks all incoming emails to your email accounts against mail filter rules. The face that has been recognized using the contour point facial recognition is used to authenticate into the Gmail via the programming interface. The user can utilize the smart camera’s to recognize their face in order to authenticate into the system.
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